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\begin{figure}[ht] \centering \includegraphics[scale=0.6]{/home/jr/Desktop/paralax.png} \caption{Parallax Example}
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that you have weird formatting for the image is a red herring for me. \end{document} Age-associated changes in morphine- and

cocaine-evoked dopamine release in the striatum are attenuated in C57BL/6 mice lacking alpha-type dopamine D1 receptors. The
development of tolerance to the locomotor stimulant effect of morphine is attenuated in mice lacking alpha-type dopamine D1
receptors. When morphine is coadministered with cocaine, animals lacking D1 receptors show an attenuated development of

tolerance. We hypothesized that this effect is due to an attenuated development of cross-tolerance between morphine and cocaine.
Therefore, we studied the effect of morphine and cocaine on dopamine release in the striatum of C57BL/6 mice
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